STAHL APPOINTS NEW AGENTS FOR PROMOTION IN UK AND AUSTRIA
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Waalwijk, 18 February 2015 – As of January this year, Stahl has appointed two
independent agents in the UK and Austria. Peter Dunne has been appointed as
Stahl’s external Business Agent for the automotive leather and specialty chemicals
business in the United Kingdom. Tradco GmbH has been appointed as external
Business Agent to promote Stahl’s Performance Coatings and Polymers in the
Austria territory. This is fully in line with Stahl’s premise: think global, act local.
Working close with partners and clients – literally – is vital to provide customers with
tailor-made solutions.
As a leading company in process chemicals for leather and other substrates, Stahl knows
what is important to its clients. “Stahl’s innovative solutions offer premium performance,
while reducing the environmental impact,” says Peter Dunne. “Showing UK companies the
outstanding solutions of Stahl is great opportunity for me.” Industry veteran Peter Dunne will
promote Stahl’s business, focussing on leather chemicals for the automotive industry,
performance coatings and Stahl Polymers. Peter is very familiar with the industry. He has
been working in several technical and commercial positions at Clariant for more than 30
years.
Tradco GmbH will promote Stahl’s business in Austria, focusing on Performance Coatings
and Stahl Polymers. “Stahl is the global market leader in performance coatings. Next to that,
they have over 50 years of experience in polymer technology. We are looking forward to
show Austrian companies what possibilities Stahl’s latest solutions bring to the table”, says
Mikowitsch of Tradco. Tradco has worked for many years in the coatings and polymers
industry and is well known in the segment. Based in Vienna, Tradco is managed by Herbert
and Alexander Mikowitsch.
Contact details
Please contact Peter Dunne or Tradco to discuss what Stahl’s solutions can offer you.
Peter Dunne
Commercial Agent
E-mail: peterdunne@yahoo.co.uk
Mobile: 0044(0) 7973 753635UK Agent Stahl
Tradco
Email: office@tradco.at
Telephone Herbert Mikowitsch: +43 664 3841651
Telephone Alexander Mikowitsch: +43 664 1361620
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